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Abstract

_ This project involved the modification, implementation

and evaluation of a remote terminal emulator (RTE) as a

software validation and stress testing tool., The work,

sponsored by the Directorate of Integration and

Standardization, Military Airlift Command, utilized a

Honeywell DPS-6 Model 95 minicomputer as the host for the RTE

application package.

Considerable background information is provided about

the sponsor's release environment to show the sponsor's need

for a reliable testing tool. Information is also presented

about acceptance and validation testing.

The emphasis of this research centered on a RTE made

available by the Joint Data System Support Center._. This

software package, capable of emulating multiple users, needed

major modifications before implementation on the sponsor's

equipment. After successful implementation, the study

examined two areas of use for the sponsor.

The modified package was found to be a very good tool

for software validation. Comparisons are made between the

RTE and the sponscr's internal test driver in the areas of

scenario collection and management. The two tools are also

compared during the emulation phase of software validation.

The RTE package was also examined as a stress testing

tool. Several problems in the RTE application software which

inhibit its use as a stress testing tool are discussed. -= -
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MODIFICATION, IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
OF A REMOTE TERMINAL EMULATOR
AS A SOFTWARE VALIDATION AND

STRESS TESTING TOOL

I. Introduction

Backg round

The implementation of this remote terminal emulator is

the continuation of an effort in software and hardware

configuration management which began at the Military Airlift

Command in 1982. At that time, the Configuration Management

Board in charge of hardware and software for the 1500

Computer Services Squadron, tasked the Directorate of 1e

Integration and Standardization with preparing a way to

adequately control the organization's computer resources.

The directorate designed the MAC Automated Release Facility

(MARF) to serve as an overall automated tool to manage the

hardware and software of a distributed processing network.

MARF was built to control equipment and code for the

Consolidated Aerial Ports Subsystem (CAPS) which in 1982 was

being prototyped at Travis AFD, Dover AFB, McGuire AFB, and

Rhein Mein AB, Germany. With the system development units

located at Scott AFB, Ill, the entire distributed network

appeared as shown in Figure 1. The system currently runs at

eighteen operational sites worldwide as shown in Figure 2.

.. . .. .. . . . . . . . .
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At least three other factors significantly contributed %

to the software configuration management problem of this

network: 1. the number of releases, 2. the size of the

modules and 3. the location of the processing nodes.

The first factor is the sheer number of releases which

are being sent to the individual sites. In an effort to keep

the software identical at all operational sites, each release

must be distributed throughout the network, regardless of

which site requested the change. The system went straight

from a prototype environment to full implementation. This

meant that the system was still in a state of change when it

went operational in 1984. A 'try it and see' mentality had

been encouraged among the software developers during the

prototype phase. As the system went operational and the

number of sites increased, the software developers were being

asked to revert to more traditional test and distribution

techniques. ..

Data taken from the release control log books of the

sponsor shows 68 software releases in 1984, 50 in 1985, 45 in

1986 and 34 in the first half of 1987. The actual release

information, divided by system, can be found in Appendix A.

The decrease in the number of releases has occurred both .-'

because of the maturity of the system as well as the

realization by the configuration manager that the system's

software could not be adequately tested as fast as it was

being released.

4
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The second contributing factor is the size of the

software modules being sent to the sites. Without even

considering the Honeywell operating system, which is updated

quarterly, the user has written 196 different executable

modules. The modules are built from 2,765 different source

code files. Fifteen of these modules are very large. The

module size can best be described by example. The modules

are composed of a root which can be up to 32K words, and an _%- .

addressable overlay area of 32K words. Many of the

functional code modules would not fit into a single overlay

area and had to be divided into two or more overlays. The ,

largest of the modules has over 200 of these overlays. The

module must be delivered in a complete package with all

overlays included. -

The third and final factor is the limited means of

distribution available to the configuration manager.

Physical distribution of a release tape to the European,

Pacific and Asian theater of operations was found to take up

to three weeks. In addition to the unacceptable delay, tapes

never arrived at all sites. As long as a single site did not

receive the tape, all sites had to wait until the releases

was redistributed to the single site. For physical

distribution, no commercial overnight or second day delivery .

system could be found to most overseas sites. Military

aircrew members traveling to the sites are not used to

distribute tapes unless the tapes contain classified 5f9

5
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information. The release tapes do not contain classified

information, so that type of distribution is not available to

the sponsor.

An electronic transfer system is available in the

distributed net, but it has two severe limitations, neither

of which can be reasonably eliminated. The first limitation

is that all distributions go through a central host. A

message sent to this host can only be directed to six

different nodes. To send to 18 sites requires the message to

be sent to the host three times. The host also has a

limitation of six files per message. Therefore, to send 24

of the 196 modules to all 18 sites would require 12 (4 times

3) transmissions to the host.

The second severe limitation of the electronic transfer

is the speed of the transfer. The message is broken into

packages called unit-blocks and the system is capable of

transferring one unit-block per second. When coupled with

the size of the bound units discussed as the second factor,

the limitation is created. The largest bound unit is broken %

into 1600 unit-blocks. To transfer it requires over 26

minutes (1600 / 60). Messages to the nodes are not

interleaved, so a single release transmission can tie up the

communication channel of an operational site for hours.

All of these distribution problems quickly pointed to

the need for a good configuration management system. The

emphasis was soon to be placed on insuring the quality of the

6 4
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released software. It was hard enough to release the

software once; if it had to be corrected after release, the

problem was doubled.

Hardware for both the operational sites and the

automated release facility are the same. Current operational

sites have from one to three systems consisting of Honeywell

DPS-6 model 95's with at least two tape drives, three disk

drives with removable packs, two megabytes of memory, and a

commercial instruction code processor. All system security

measures have been removed from the operating system

including passwords for files and logon reyuirements.

The sole purpose of the operational systems is to

provide either passenger reservations service (PACS), cargo

management service (CARGO) or enhanced airlift report service

(EARLO), or any combination of these services. The need for

more than one set of hardware is dictated by the capacity of

the machine that is currently providing the service. The

operational sites have no compilers, linkers, or any other

means to modify or create software. These sites have no .p

computer programmers or analysts assigned to manage or

control software. All software comes from the central

release facility at Scott AFB, through the automated release

facility.

Captain Enrique G. DeJesus introduced the MARF system as ..

a configuration management tool at the Computer Related

Information Systems Symposium, sponsored by The Department of

-
N,
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Computer Sciences, US Air Force Academy in February,

1983.(3:3.1-3.22) A refined model of the system was again

presented at the Computer Performance Evaluation User's Group

19th meeting in San Francisco, California in 1983.(4:187-196)

Final first cut modifications to the system were completed

in 1983 and the final product was presented at the 14th

international conference of the Computer Measurement Group, 8

December, 1983, in Crystal City, Virginia.(5:222-230)

The system addresses four elements of configuration

management: change control, validation testing, inventory

management, and software distribution. The remote terminal

emulator will be an important addition to the validation

testing module. Figure 3 shows the position of the remote

terminal emulator in reference to other elements of the -p.

validation testing module.(3:3.13)

Problem Statement

The validation testing leg of the MARF system uses an

internal test driver to pass precollected screen faces to

application bound units whenever a system is tested. --his

internal test driver is only able to pass one transaction at

a time to the system under test (SUT). After passing an

input screen, it must wait for the output from the SUT to

verify that the output is correct, before proceeding to the

next transaction. Therefore, the internal test driver will

not allow tests of two individual bound units (application

programs) running simultaneously. While path testing in an

8
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isolated mode is better than no testing at all, the internal

test driver still leaves a large margin for error. The

remote terminal emulator allows the system test director to

feed inputs to more than one application unit at the same

time.

The main problem in integrating the RTE into the MARF

system concerns the length of the inputs and outputs. The

only RTE which operates on the system hardware is limited to

inputs and outputs of 72 characters each. The system needs a

RTE which will operate with full screen faces or 1969

characters (24 lines x (80 characters + 2 control

characters)). The screen size is the same for both input and

output. In addition to the need to modify for input and

output sizes, the RTE and the driving system are currently

built for different versions of the operating system.

The problem for this study is to implement the RTE and

evaluate its use as a validation tool for these systems. If

the RTE is an acceptable tool, how does it compare to the

internal test driver for use during the different phases of

software development, and are there other uses for the RTE?

Scope

This effort consisted of implementing the RTE in the

full screen face mode and evaluating its usefulness after .

implementation. This required updating the RTE package into

a system which would operate under the currently running

operating system. The connections between the two systems

%
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(RTE implemented system and the system under test) were

operated with at least four terminals being simulated. This

required either four different lines or some type of

alternate polling on a physical line.

The initial implementation was not expected to do data

collection in full screen mode, relying instead on the

information from the internal test driver as the starting

test data base. In addition, the collection scenario which

was used in testing the RTE was limited to entries which do

not change the corporate data base on the system under test.

This was to insure that the collection scenario could be run

repeatedly without restoring the data base of the SUT. If the

stimulus transactions change the data base, then the data

base would have needed to be restored prior to a repetition

of the stimulus.

This effort was intended to show and evaluate the use of

the RTE as a validation and testing tool, not to do actual

software validation for the sponsor. Every effort was made

to leave the sponsor with a tool that they could use to test

and evaluate their systems. To achieve this goal, some

elementary training of the sponsor's personnel was required

after implementation.

Assumptions

It was assumed that the people using the RTE package were

more than familiar with the concepts of software validation.

More emphasis was placed on the correct operation of the RTE

11
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package than on the ease of interaction with the system user.

User's manual documentation changes were implemented by pen

and ink changes tc the current contractor supplied manual. ry

It was also assumed that the RTE users would be familiar with

the application software being used on the SUT.

Approach

The implementation and evaluation of the RTE package

took place in four phases. The first phase was the physical

connecting of the two machines, coupled with the

implementation of the 72 character RTE with the latest

operating system. The second and third phase was the

evaluation of the package for its intended use of validation

and stress testing. The final phase was training the

sponsor's personnel.

The first phase was evaluating what lines on the two

hardware systems needed to be connected to enable the two

DPS-6's to communicate with each other. Extensive changes

were needed in the Configuration Line Manager (CLM) User's

file. This is the file that determines the input and output
,

channel speeds and the establishment of which unit will be

the host and which will act as the slave. Considerable work

was necessary to cross the lines between the machines so that

the output from A becomes the input to B. Data scopes were

necessary to monitor the lines.

After the lines were connected, the phase continued with

implementing the RTE package using the 72 character software

12
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and the latest versions of the operating system. This phase

of the implementation was the largest unknown. The

conversion over several versions of the operating system

could have been as easy as recompiling all of the source code

and relinking using the latest operating system version.

This was not the case. The sponsor's experience with COBOL

over the same span of operating systems showed that extensive

work was going to be required. To convert the three systems "i

running at the operational sites (PACS, CARGO and EARLO) to

the current version, from the version that the RTE is in, ~. ..

took a team of analysts from each system close to six months

of work. The RTE is written mostly in FORTRAN and the

sponsor had no FORTRAN experience. In addition, the latest

version of the operating system uses a different structure of

memory pools which generated problems for the RTE package.

The second phase was the evaluation of the package as a

full screen software validation tool. During this phase the

primary focus was on the software's capability to capture and

retransmit inputs and outputs of up to 1,968 characters. It

was also during this phase that the software was evaluated to

determine if the response from the SUT was identical to a

previously accepted response.

The third phase determined if the RTE package was an

acceptable stress testing tool. For this work, stress

testing is defined as the ability to determine the correct

execution of software when it is placed under heavy load. To

13
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fulfill this requirement, the tool needed to collect inputs

and outputs from more than terminal simultaneously and be

able to retransmit stimuli at least fast enough and to enough

terminals to load the SUT. 4'

The final phase of this effort, was to insure that the

sponsor was left with trained personnel, qualified to

continue the research without 'reinventing the wheel'. To

achieve this goal, all of the preliminary work needed to

implement and test the system was not only briefed, but

thoroughly explained to the sponsor's workers.

Materials and Equipment

The work required two Honeywell DPS-6 Model 95 computers,

side by side, with a minimum of 4 input-output ports that

could be connected. The equipment is currently in place at

Scott AFB and was made available by the sponsor for this

work. TDY funds for the work were also supplied by the

sponsor. A one week TDY, early in the work, to the RTE

developers in Reston, Virginia was used to evaluate the

original RTE package to determine what modifications would be

needed. Data scopes were available for the equipment and the

lines to cross input to ouLput were manufactured during the

TDY at Reston. These lines were taken to Scott AFB, Ill and

were left with the sponsor for future use.

Other Support

Limited programming support was supplied by the sponsor,

especially for the output verification phase. The sponsor

14
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also requested support and cooperation from the contractor

currently responsible for maintenance of the RTE. Because of

the lack of a Fortran compiler on the sponsor's machine, all

of the RTE modifications had to be coordinated and made by

the contractor's personne'l on their equipment.
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II. Literature Review

Need for Testing

There are four major elements of configuration

management: change control, validation testing, inventory

management, and software distribution. This discussion is

limited to the areas which cover software validation testing.

Software validation concerns itself with the final usefulness

of the software product.

Software validation is the most critical leg in the

configuration management scheme. With the current impetus

toward distributed processing, changing bundled software at

remote processing sites becomes an ever increasing problem.

Not only is it necessary to transfer new software to the

geogralihically separated locations, it is important that the

software performs as expected. Software validation is the

final chance for the releasing authority to insure that the

product fulfills its intended use.

Definitions of what testing actually is, are almost as

varied as the number of books or articles read. One overall

explanation of current software testing was presented by

Plessey flicroSystems in a product introduction booklet. They

stated:

The testing of software in a large system is a
inexact science at best. Current testing methods -

are laborious, imprecise, and expensive. These
methods usually include single-threaded functional
testing and perhaps a more formal verification and
validation effort.(15:l.l)

16



Not knowing or understanding exactly what testing is would

not be an insurmountable hindrance if we could be sure of the

final result of that testing. They continued in their

explanation:

Overall system testing is usually done in a benign
environment with a relatively light load. The
connection between a system's test results and its

performance in its real environment is tenuous. As
it is usually accomplished, the performance testing
of software is analogous to testing an aircraft by
reviewing its blueprints. Would the reader want to
fly in such a machine? (15:1.1)

While everyone agrees that testing is a necessary evil,

there are different views as to how important it is and

consequently how much effort and system resources should be

expensed towards adequate testing. In his book on software

engineering and design, Zelkowitz says:

Verification and validation (module and
integration testing) of a system occupies about k
half of the development time of a project. Many
debugging aids were developed to lessen this
effort; most are implemented as programs to test
some feature of a system. (17:27)

What is truly needed for an organization is a tool which is

useful not only during the development of a particular

software c;ystem, but one that is useful over the entire life

of the system hardware and beyond.

Just as the system controller can decide how rIarIy

resources will be devoted to thorough testing, he also must

decide within those resource limits, what type of effort he

is willing to accept. Orteri what is considered to Le a

correct execution depends on the stage of the software in the

17



II
0life cycle. Zelkowitz referenced Conway in his book, and the

subject was called correctness instead of testing.

... the term "correct" can have many
interpretations. Conway lists eight different
meanings for a correct program:

1. A Froyram contains no syntactic errors.

2. A program contains no compilation errors
or failures during program execution.

3. There exists test data for which the
program gives correct answers.

4. For typical sets of test data, the progran
gives correct answers.

5. For difficult sets of test data, the
program gives correct answers.

6. For all possible sets of data which are
valid with respect to the problem specification,
the program gives correct answers.

7. For all possible sets of valid test data
and all likely conditions of erroneous input, the
program gives correct answers.

8. For all possible input, the program gives
correct answers.(17:27-28)

The level of testing, then depends not only on the resources

that are available to test the software, but on the need for

correct execution.

Validation of software can be divided into twc areas.

The validation that occurs on a new system, after design and

coding, but prior to or in conjunction with its first

implementation, is usually referred to as acceptance testing.

While this area is obviously important, this review also

covers the continued validation of operational systems. This

validation occurs after a change to the baseline software.

18
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This chapter presents different views of software 6-

validation represented in current literature. Examined first

are those views applying to acceptance testing and then those

that deal with continued software validation of operational

software.

Acceptance Testing

The crucial stage in any procurement is the
moment when the vendor offers the product to the
buyer for inspection to determine whether or not
the contract has been satisfied. This process is

V. known as acceptance testing.(1:295)

This definition can apply to the acceptance of software both

from a software developer under contract to your

organization, as well as software which is developed in

house. Regardlesz of the source of the software, there must

be some method to determine if the software is performing

correctly.

This problem of determining whether software is

acceptable is complicated in the Department of Defense

environment by the multitude of vendors who have contributed

to a complete system. When hardware is being developed in

conjunction with the software, the final scftware criteria

may not be determined until the limitations of the hardware

are manifested. Pressman states:

The deliverable that is developed as part of
the requirements analysis is the Software
Requirements Specification. The specification
extends scope by establishing a complete
information description, a detailed functional
description, appropriate validation criteria and
other data pertinent to requirements.(16:116)

'5. 19
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All classical design models have requirements analysis and

specification as one of the earliest steps in the design

process. The two do not seem compatible.

It is a well known assumption, called the 80/20 rule,

that in recent years the total cost of systems has moved to

20% for the hardware and 80% for the software(9:22).

Brannigan stated:

As computer hardware has become much less
expensive, it has become obvious that acceptance
testing of the software is the critical

stage.(1:295)

In an article concerning the legal problems involved with

acceptance testing he says:

In legal theory, there is no problem with
acceptance testing. The contract specifies what
tests are to be performed, the tests are run, and
the software either passes or fails.(l:295)

But he goes on to state: "In practice that is not the

case"(l:295) . Often the buyer contracts for software and the

vendor modifies an existing package and installs it. It has

fulfilled the contractual requirements, but is nowhere close

to what the buyer wanted.

Acceptance testing is complicated even further when the

user is inexperienced in the use of the package he wishes to

buy. In effect he is bargaining at a severe disadvantage.

The vendor knows exactly what his product will do and what

its capabilities are. fie probably knows from reading the

contract if he can meet the contract specifications before

the testing ever begins. The buyer on the other hand, has
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just decided that he cannot economically develop the software

system in house and is looking for help. This is the same

buyer who now has to write a contract and define the

acceptance test criteria. One method is to:

• . . form a series of inputs to the software
and test the program's major requirements. All
program statements should te tested at least
once. (2:437)

Validation Testing

After the acceptance testing has taken place and the

software is installed and in use, it is natural to expect

that changes will need to be made by the software developer.

"The problem is compounded because programmers constantly

have to update software to keep it from becoming

obsolete"(14:66). In most cases these changes will actually

be requested by the user. The system that was originally

defined is not likely to fulfill the user's needs forever.

With every subsequent release of software, some type of

acceptance testing needs to be initiated. This is referred

to as validation testing.

The reliability of software can play an
important role in determining when a system should
be released, whether it should be accepted by the
user, and the degree of user satisfaction once the
systent is operational.(13:338)

This is true not only in the case of acceptance testing

but also for validation testing. There are several different

situations requiring the need for a new release and

consequently a new validation. If the software is not

.
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providing any new capabilities, the original acceptance test
h* 

6P

may be repeated as a good method to revalidate the package.

If new paths are opened in the execution of the code, then

these paths must be tested to revalidate the package.

"In software testing the main statistical emphasis is on

estimating the number of errors remaining in the

system"(13:338). But the main problem is not in determining

the number, but in finding the errors before the system goes

back into operation.

One of the best methods for validation testing is to use

a third party to conduct the validation, just as a third

party is the best method for original acceptance testing.

But this can quickly become costly. To protect the user,

software must be revalidated for the smallest change that

affects the baseline of the system. Even the load of a 4

different operating system or the use of a different comnpiler

by the software developer, calls for a validation by the

releasing authority. If a third party cannot be hired for

each of these validations, what are the choices?

Two good strategies for validating the software involve ".--,
-~A

the use of either a remote terminal emulator (RTE) or an

internal test driver. The internal test driver is generally

the tool of choice for in house software validation because

the internal driver can run on a single machine and seldom

requires additional resources. Software validation,

especially path verification, can be done in a single

22 7
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threaded mode which is ideal for an internal driver. In an

editorial, Ralph Evans contencs:

Sequential tests are hailed as great savers of
resources in reliability testing. . . . Rarely is a
system rejected because its test path touches the
reject line. What happens is that . . . the faults
found in the test are fixed and the systerc is
issued. (8:337)

Sequential testing and path traversals always have one large

deficiency; they only execute the paths or code, one at a

time. What is needed is the same type of a load as the

operations system encounters. This is where the remote

terminal emulator surfaces as a software validation tool. 1

The RTE can collect an actual work situation and then when

connected to another machine, resubmit these identical

transactions to the system under test. The resubmission feed

can occur at the original collection rate, slower or faster.

In the case of a faster feed, the rate can be increased

until the system under test either backlogs or has an

overload fault in the software under test.

IN

Summary

The purpose of this literature review was to present A.

information in other sources pertaining to the testing of

SoftwaLe s~stems, especially acceptance and validation

testing. In oroer to fully understand why a remote terminal

emulator can be such a useful tool to a software

configuration manager, it is necessary to realize the broad

scope of software testing. This chapter gives the reason for

the implementation and evaluation chapters which follow.
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III. Modification and Implementation - -.

History

The remote terminal emulator package chosen for this

implementation was originally designed by the Computer

Sciences Corporation (CSC) under contract to the Computer

Services Directorate of the Joint Data Systems Support Center

(JDSEC). Support for the maintenance of the software was

originally also supplied L% CSC for the Computer Performance

Evaluation Branch of JDSSC.

The original request for full screenface emulation was

presented to JDSSC for their consideration. A preliminary

attempt to transmit and receive full screenfaces occurred at

Scott AF3, Ill. in December 1984. The installation of the

RTE package under the direction of CSC used asynchronous

communications channels. The evaluation of the

implementation showed that characters of the transmissions

were being lost with no indication that an error had

occurred.

The contract for the maintenance and technical support

of the RTE was subseuentl awarded to Advanced Technology

Systems of Vienna, Virginia, Ltill under the direction of the :

Computer Performance Evaluation Branch of JDSSC. It was with

their support znd efforts that the modification necessary tor

this implementation took place.

24
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Three distinct areas had to be addressed to make this

implementation successful: 1. the RTE software had to be

brought up to the current operation system used by the

sponsor's machines, 2. the RTE application software had to

be modified for full screenface stimulus and response as well

as full screenface response verification, and 3. the physical

connections had to be accomplished with cables instead of

through a patch panel. The order of discussion of these

three entities in this chapter is not intended to order their

importance. If any of the areas had failed, the result would e

have been a failed implementation.

Modifications Due to Systems Software

Considerable effort and examination was originally

directed to the difference in the operating systems installed

on the hardware systems. The DPS-6 Model-95's at Scott AFB,

run on a commercially procured operating system. The %

currently supplied version of this operating system is

labeled as version 3.1. In addition to being the most

current operating system available, the operating systems on

these machines are updated quarterly with an update package

supplied by the vendor. These update packages include the

latest modifications and corrections that are available. The

contractor supporting the RTE software is supplied computer

time on two different systems at the Deery Engineering

Building in Reston, Virginia. One of the machines is a

Level-6 Model-43, which was running under a Worldwide

25
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Military Command and Control System (WWMCCS) released p5%

operating system. This is a version of Honeywell's operating

system 2.1. The other machine is a DPS-6 Model-95, which

also was running operating system version 2.1.

The sponsor's experience in converting their COLOL

applications from version 2.1 to version 3.0 led them to

telieve that the conversion of the RTE software would be a

long and arduous task. It was not. The only proLler,

encountered was on an early visit to the Reston, Virginia

site, when the Polled VIP Emulator software was not yet in

place on the DPS-6 machine. No problems attributed to the

operating system were encountered when transporting the

software to Scott AFB. The implementation would have been

easier if the SUT application software could have been loaded

Lt the development site, but because the application software

runs the commercial 3.1 operating system, it could not be o

loaded on the development machine to test prior to

implementation.

Because the implementation of the RTE was on systems

used daily by the sponsor, it was necessary to convince their

users thzt thnere would be no impact or disruption of their

normal service. The solution was to totally isolate the RTE

test fron the users. Block time was scheduled on the

machines for the RTE test team's exclusive use. To complete

the isolation, both the operating system and the SUT

application software was transterred to a removable pack. A
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smaller version of the data bases needed by the application

software was duplicated on a second removable pack. This

allowed the RTE application software to be loaded at

implementation time without fear of disrupting normal

operations. At the beginning of test block time, the machine

was booted off of the removable packs and rebooted off of the

normal system packs at the end of the test time. During the

test time, the user's packs were write protected. e

A release of the SUT application software and data bases

occurred during the months of testing. The disk packs we

created were not upgraded to the new software. As noted in .-

Chapter 1, the intent was to evaluate the RTE as a tool, not

do actual testing for the sponsor. J-%

The actual implementation at Scott AFB required the

changing of the file used to cold boot the system. No

attempt will be made to explain the changes necessary to the

file or to explain how the software was actually loaded. The

RTE Configuration Manual (6), devotes the first 32 pages to

these changes. Several of the operating system manuals are

P.

required to understand the approach in addition to the
.

configuration manual. They are: 1. System Building and

Administration (12), 2. System Concepts (10) and 3. System

r4essages.(11)

Modifications to RTE Software

After the initial test of the full screenface

transmission in December 1984, several changes were made to
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the software in order to implement the full screenface mode.

These changes were all targeted toward implementation on

asynchronous lines. The original contractor was riot able to

deliver a successful full screenface product to the sponsor.

This implementation was aimed at implementing

synchronous terminals. There were two reasons for the

synchronous choice. First, if a collection of actual data at

an operational site is contemplated, the RTE software must be

able to collect and retransmit on the types of devices in the

field. Most of the operational sites of the sponsor have

both PACS and CARGO terminals running on synchronous lines.

Second, the contractor felt that the ability to detect the

completion of a transmission on a synchronous line would help .

solve the problem of lost characters.

After the move to synchronous lines, there were two key

problems to solve in order to implement the full screenface

package. The first involved the sizes of the stimuli and

responses; both were limited to 72 characters in the original

package. The second was the ability of the RTE software to

verify on five characters of the response against a

previously collected response. In solving each of these

problems, another problem was generated.

Expanding the size of the stimuli from 72 characters to

full screenfaces could have drastically changed the size of

the bound units. When adjusting the size of the stimulus and

response from 72 to 1968 characters, the number of terminals

28
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to be emulated was dropped from a possible 128 to 4. The

size of ASCII text for the stimulus alone for 128 terminals

would have been 245,760 (128 times 1920). A, equal amount of

space was needed for the responses.

By dropping the number of terminals during the emulation

phase, the sizes of the buffers to support thosu lines was

kept to a reasonable limit. In its emulation phase, the R77

uses 1201' words of r,,enor to perform ai. emulatior, on fcur

terminals. It is likely that the sponsor will ultimately

request or build two different versions of the RTE emulation

module. One for software validation, where four terwminals
J. J

would be sufficient, and a larger module needed to emulate

additional terminals for stress testing. For software

validation a single hardware system approach would be used

and merm ory would be limited. For stress testing, the RTE

application software would reside on its own hardware system

arid me' ior would not be a problem. Each of these concepts

will be addressed in Chapter 4 (Software Validation) and

Chapter 5 (Stress Testing). %J

The second problem area was expanding the response

verification from 5 to a maximum of 1920 text characters.

The original package was limited to 5 because"the speed of

the emulation was severely degraded when the length of the

comparison was increased. This was due in part to the way

Fortran generates its storage blocks on the DPS-6 at

execution time and in part to the speed of the memory to

29
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memory compare. The sonsor determined total response

verification was a mandatory requirement and that during the

software validation phase of testing, bpeed was not a

critical component. If verification is needed in conjunction
.-

with stress testing, the verification module may need to be

converted to the assembler language level.

Hardware Iriplementation Details

The physical caLling on the RTE implemented machines was

accomplished at Scott AFB3, without any previous tests. The

channel ports on the Level-6 machine at the contractor's

development site are wired directly into a patch panel. This

panel connection can then be routed to a terminal or a port

on another machine. The sponsor does not have a patch panel

to connect the two systems. The ports or. the sponsor's

machine were directly connected.

Two caLles were necessary to connect the sionsor'"

DPS-6's. The most important cable was manufactured during

the initial software testing at Reston, Virginia. This cable

transfers the stimulus data from the RTE implemented machine

to the SUT. It also accepts the response from the SUT on the

return lines. Figure 4 shows the suggested diagram for
.4...

wiring a calle to be used with a patch panel. Figure 5

shows how the direct connectEd cable was constructed. During

the initial testing through the patch panel at the

development site, it appeared that the timing signal was not

strong enough to drive three lines tied together. In Figure

5 there is no line that drives more than two.
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Figure 4. Patch Cable Schematic (6:2-148)
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Up to 32 different terminals could be emulated with this 1.

cable and two ports on the DPS-6 if the RTE emulation

software was expanded beyond four terminals. Durin the

implementation, the machine was configured with four logical

terminals on a single physical line. The Configuration Line b.C.

Manager (CLM) User's file entries to support two lines are

shown in Figure 6. The stimulus flows on the PVE31 line to

the STD04 line and the response from the SUT application

software returns on the STD04 to the PVE01 The SUT is

unaware that it is being fed by another line instead of an

actual terminal.

It is ir,material whether the PVE lines are configured on

the SUT or another DPS-6 machine. In the initial

implementation, both ports were configured on the same

machine. This was to allow the other machine to be used by

the sponsor. For the stress test evaluation, the RTE

software and the PVE lines were moved to the second DPS-6.

This Lequired a second cable. A 25 foot cable with RS-232

connections was used to connect the PVE port of the RTE

machine to the STD port of the second machine. In order to

include the crossover cable of Figure 5, it became necessary

to continuously route the signals through a data scope. Both

cables had m.ale ends and a coupler with two female ends could

not be found. For future work, either a coupling cable or

another 25 foot cable with different ends should be found.

33
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PVE 201,10,X'C900',0,0,QA TEST ENTRY
DEVICE PVE01,201,10,X'C900',,2500
PVE 202,10,X'C900',0,1,QA TEST ENTRY
DEVICE PVE02,202,10,X'C900',,2500
*PVE 203,10,X'C900',2,2,QA TEST ENTRY
*DEVICE PVE03,203,10,X'C900',,1970
STDLN 10,X'C980',0,2400,W4 TEST ENTRY
STD 204,0,,'7814S',PB TEST ENTRY
STD 205,1,,'7814S',PB TEST ENTRY
*STD 206,2,,V7700 TEST ENTRY
POLIST 1 TEST ENTRY
STAPOL 0,1
DEVICE STDO4,204,10,X'C980',,2500 TEST ENTRY
DEVICE STDO5,205,1O,X'C980',,2500 TEST ENTRY

,'

Figure 6. CLM User File Entries For Two Terminals

A significant implementation factor was the ability of
%V,.

the sponsor's personnel to attach the cables and hardware to

the physical machine. During the period of the RTE test, all

test personnel had physical access to the cables and ports.

At the Reston, Virginia development site, the test director

had to request cabling support from the field engineer which

often took considerable time. At the sponsor's site, the

DPS-6's are located across the Lase from where the field

engineers work, which would increase the tiie needed to

recable. If the RTE was to be used daily, it would be

reasonable to have at least the STD port on the SUO.

permanently cabled.

.'.-
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Testing

After loading the RTE application software, rebooting

the system and cabling the ports, the actual implementation

was examined. The testing was divided into two phases: 1.

checking out the physical hardware and 2. evaluating the RTE

software.

The physical connections were evaluated using a DLV IV

Data Line Monitor. The DLM IV was very easy to use and the

operator's manual (7) was well written. The disadvantage of

the DLM IV was that it had no capability to print the

collection. An even better package for the sponsor to

examine is a utility which tracks data coming across the

channels. This utility was available for previous versions

of the operating system. Several loose connections caused

problems during the initial evaluation. It is important to

not only ilug in the connections but to tighten the mounting

screws, leading to the recommendation that the port

attachment on the SUT be permanent.

The evaluation of the RTE software progressed frorm

simple to more complicated. It ranged from a stimulus of 10

characters ($LOG-ON;CI) and a response of 14 characters

(INVALID LOG-ON), to a full screenface input and output. No

serious errors were noted in the way the system was

configured to run, but several minor modifications of the CLM

file were required. Two errors were noted in the collection

and building of the data base necessary for an emulation
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session. Both concerned a single precision counter in a

Fortran program. As the character count exceeded 32K the

counter reset and data was lost. Beth programs were later

modified to eliminate this problem.

Summary

It must be noted that the sponsor acted as a test site

for the software developers. Most of the software was

specifically written to help the sponsor in his test package.

In the initial evaluation of the package, several minor

problems were found. These problem~s were quickly corrected,

sometimaes patched within the hour. This initial package

performed much better than the sponsor had anticipated.

6.
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IV. Evaluation as a Software Validation Tool

Introduction

Chapter III described the modification and

implementation of the RTE on the sponsor's machines. The

final stage of the implementation insured that the PTE

application software and the hardware connections could

function as indicated in the accompanying documentation. The

second phase of this thesis was to evaluate the RTE as a

software validation tool. In other words, how well could the

RTE software determine if an application program or system

under test, was returning an erroneous response to a

predetermined stimulus? For the purpose of this effort,

response verification is defined as a character by character

compare of the original response versus the emulation

response.

To be considered a viable software validation tool, the

RTE had to adequately perform three different functions.
A

They were: 1. collect stimuli and responses going to and

fror. the SUT application software, 2. combine those V

collections into matched sets, and 3. retransmit the stimuli

and verify the responses from the SUT to the ones previously

collected. The sponsor was interested in not only evaluating

the RTE as a software validation tool, but also in comparing

its use to that of his current internal test driver (ITD).
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Consequently, the focus of this chapter is examining how %

well the RTE does its primary task of validation. If it is

useful in software validation, does it do it better or faster

than the internal test driver? Is it easier to learn and

use?

In order to insure comparability of the data, the sarre

stimuli and responses were used for both the RTE and the ITD.

The terms inputs and outputs will be substituted for stimuli

and responses occasionally. They refer to the same

transactions. Also, in order to insure no compromise of

official passenger data if or when the results were turned

over to the RTE contractor, all social security numbers and

names are fictitious. The passenger system data bases

contained no actual data. Examples of the inputs and outputs

are found in Appendix L. They are printed in a format

generated by the ITD.

Stimulus and Response Collection

The input-output collection of the RTE package is done

by a program called Autogen. Figure 7 shows how thc RTF

collects inputs and outputs. At initialization time, the

Autogen program asks the user which line the inputs will be

sent out on. PVErl is used in the diagram. After this PVE
.V

line has been entered, the user establishes the ST) line as a

valid terminal. In the diagram it is STD04. At this point,

any system log-on message is sent out the STD line, through

the PVE line, received by Autogen, written to the response

38
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file as response number zero, and transferred to the original

terminal. The connection is now complete and any inputs

entered on the original terminal are logged by Autogen in the

stimulus file and processed by the SUT after being passed to

STD04. Responses are collected in the return circuit.

Examples of the stimulus and response files are found in

Appendix C.

-he collection software is easy to use. The user needs

to be told, by the configuration manager, what line the RTE

uses and what line to bring up as a system terminal. The PTE

user enters his own name for the collection files when

prompted by Autogen. At that point, he is unaware that the

collection is happening. He ends the collection by

transmitting '&&&&'. '&&&&' was chosen by the RTE's initial

developer as a terminating character string, because it was

not expected to occur in a normal input string. At that %

time, the Autogen software acknowledges the end of a

collection session. Appendix C gives a file dump of both

stimulus and response files for a part of a collection.

The evaluation of the RTE collection program found it to

be easy to use and totally accurate in its collection. Due

to its double buffered files, there was no noticable delays

when receiving or sending screenfaces. The Autogen program I
required only 67 kilobytes of memory on a 2 megabyte

machine. The only noticable drawback was the file space

necessary to store the files. If a number of terminals were ..

4C
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being collected in an operational environment, available file

space would be quickly exhausted.

The sponsor's internal test driver uses a computer

performance evaluation package to log inputs and outputs to a

journal tape. It collects data as it is transferred to and

received from the input-output handlers. Previous studies

had shown a five to six percent degradation of response times

when a collection is occurring. In the case of the ITD, the
user is totally unaware of a collection. Therefore, there is

no real difference to the user in the collection of the RTE

jor the ITD.

Script Assembly

The packaging of the inputs and outputs into matched

pairs that can be retransmitted to the SUT is referred to as

building and assembling a script by the RTE manual and

labeled scenario management by the ITD and the sponsor.

Regardless of the terminology, the aim is to generate a

continuous combination of inputs and outputs to pass to the

SUT.

The RTE uses two different modules to generate the

script for the emulation phase: 1. the Build function of

Autogen, and 2. the module called ASMB. Both are menu

driven, or question and answer oriented and very easy to use.

It is at this point that the RTE and the ITD begin to differ

drastically.
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The Build function of Autogen provides a level of

capability not supplied by the ITD. This level is the

ability of the RTE to reprocess transactions at the speed in

which they were collected. In other words, if the user

waited 20 seconds between the receipt of a response and the

transmission of the next stimulus, then the RTE collects that

wait time and makes it available for the retransmission. In

some literature, this is referred to as think time. It is in

the Build function that the RTE allows the system test

director to specify either a default wait time, or an actual

wait time.

If actual wait times are not selected, then the default

wait time is used. Conseq4uently, to run an emulation without

wait times recquires either eliminating the wait times and

changing the default time to zero or changing all of the wait

times to zero during the build function. This is a very

tedious procedure, especially for a long scenario. The test

director found it much easier to build the scenario file,

then read the file into an editor and globally change all the

wait times to zero. An example of the completed script file

is in Appendix C. While this function supplies an option not

available in the ITD, the RTF process is slow and monotonous.

Some type of global change should be supplied in future

releases. 7,

It is also in the Build function of Autogen that the

groundwork is ! .id for response verification. This is a
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function that the ITD supplies automatically, since the ITD

was written specifically for the purpose of response

validation. It should be noted at the beginning of this

critique that the contractor already plans a modification

allowing global response verification much like the ITD of

the sponsor.

The method to establish response verification is very

cumbersome. The actual screenfaces for a single transaction

are included in Appendix D. After specifying either default x

or actual wait time, the Autogen software displays stimulus

number one on the screen. At this command level, the user

enters 'R' to signify response verification. Autogen

displays the response on the terminal and asks if the

starting point for the verification is on that page. The RTE

only displays 9 of the 24 lines per screenface. After

arriving &t the correct screen, it prompts for the desired

starting line. To establish the actual response verification

startin point, it displays an 80-colurra. scale and prompts

for the starting column. Autogen reiterates this procedure

to find the ending test line and column. It terminates the

building of one response verification transaction by

reprinting the original stimulus information plus the

response to be verified.

This method of specifying the response is very slow. At

a minimum, it takes six screenfaces and eight responses by

the user to flag one transaction for verification. Even a
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300 input scenario would take longer than this writer would

care to spend. It is in this utility that the ITE lags far

behind the sponsor's ITD. Perhaps the future release with

global response verification will eliminate this problem.

To prepare for the actual emulation session, both the

RTE and the ITD use a simple utility. To assemble a script

in the RTE, the user enters the utility ASMB which queries

the user for the data base name, a name given to the actual

preijared script, and the script name from the previous Build

function. The results are data base files needing only the

appropriate line and channel numbers. The ITD assembles its

script b querying the user for a start transaction number.

It then strips the journal tape matching the inputs and

outputs in an indexed file. Both systems are well

documented, easy to use, build about the same size of files

and execute at roughly the sare speed.

One severe disadvantage of the RTE is its lack of

utilities to merge scripts and to enter individual stimuli

and responses after the script has Leen completed. There is

no reasonable way to enter a single transaction in the middle

of a previous script, other than Luilding a script of one

transaction. With the one transaction script, the user could

divide the original into two scripts at the point of

addition, then combine all three back into a single script.

The sponsor's ITD allows additions at any point and the RTE

software needs this modification to improve its usefulness.
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Emulat ion

Evaluating how well the RTE does its primary job of

response verification or software validation is best done by

walking through the steps to begin an emulation session and

corparin,4 thie results with the sponsor's ITD. To begin a

session, the scripts must be prepared as described earlier in

this chapter and the lines must be configured and matched to

the scripts in a utility called Config. To begin an

emulation session, the test uirector (user of the RTE) enters N

- - .t -

the utility called RTE. RTE queries the user for the data

base (script) and then asks the user how many iterations of .

the script he wishes to run. This is a most useful tool and

will re discussed in more detail in Chapter V. The only

direct need in software validation, for this capability, is

it the test director is looking for an error that occurs

after an extended period of time. Our test scenario was *y.

designreu for repeatabilit and a test was conducted with five

iterations with response verification. The ITD has no

corresponoing capability and while it is not a primary need

for software validation, it is just the thing that may enable
S,.-

system test director to find a tricky time-caused error.

The RTE next asks for the number of errors allowed in

the script emulation. If the RTE discovers an error, it

means that a response from the SUT is not identical to the

previously collected response in the data base. It then

counts the number of errors that have occurred so far in the

'. ',



emulation and examines to see if the total has been reached.

If so, it ends the emulation. If not, it writes the

incorrect response to a report file (XLOG) and continues the

emulation.

This allows the system test director to test a scenario

and examine the errors after the completion of the test. The

ITD stops a scenario as soon as it finds the first error and

transmits the incorrect response to the terminal of the test

director. It then waits for the test director to provide

instructions to continue, stop, or repeat the offending %

stimulus.

Which system is the better is really a matter of choice.

The RTE does allow a hands off approach for software

validation, but the sponsor found that with stimuli that

change the data base, if one response is wrong, chances are

that all subsequent responses will also be wrong. Therefore,

for the sponsor at least, this woul6 not be a strong

advantage. '

The third step in emulating the script is to start the

actual transmissions. This is the area where the RTT:

surpasses the ITD. Providing the scripts have been collected

correctly, the individual lines can be used to exercise

different application programs at the same time. The ITD is

limited to supplying one stimulus and waiting for the
ON

corresponding response. It can then send another stimulus

which could be targeted toward a different application
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program. The RTE can execute four different application

programs at the same time. This can easily uncover data base

contention errors or other errors cause6 by resource

contention.

The RTE allows the test directcr to actually exercise

the communication line handlers used by the system under

test. The ILTD is totally within the system and does no

communication with the terminals or terminal drivers. For

the sponsor, this is a large concern since the input-output

handlers are user written. The RTE also allows the test

director to perform computer performance evaluation on the .4

actual transmissions. -J

Summary

The RTE surpasses the ITD as a software validation tool.

While the RTE is not as versatile in scenario management as

the sponsor's ITD, the addition of a global response

verification capability would r.ake the RTE just as easy to

use as the ITD. The RTE is extremely easy to operate. It

does a better job of software validation than any tool the

sponsor currently has. It not only exercises the SUT

application software, but also exercises the communication

channels and the communication oriented application software.

.5'
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V. Evaluation as a Stress Testing Tool

NIntroduction
Chapter IV examines the use of a RTE as a software

validation tool, by evaluating how well it is able to verify

the correctness of responses which are being returned by the

system under test. This type of software validation testing

is most often done in a very controlled environment, often
NA.

with predetermined scenarios which were constructed from an

acceptance testing plan. This thesis effort continued beyond

the evaluation of the RTE as a primary software validation

tool. Chapter V evaluates the RTE as a stress testing tool.

The presentation of this chapter is divided into four

areas. They are: 1. the concepts of RTE stress testing and

how it is needed by the sponsor, 2. the method of collection

for multiple terminal emulation, 3. the emulation of

muitiple terminals on a single machine, including results of

sample runs, and the emulation of terminals from one machine

to another, and 4. the problems uncovered with the RTE

during the sample runs.

Concepts of Stress Testing

To be considered as a viable stress testing tool, the

RTE must be able to feed stimuli and receive responses from

the SUT in such a manner as to approximate different levels

of use or a different number of users. The sponsor found

that software which was validated by the internal test driver

,'A 48
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would often fail after being loaded at an operational test

site. These failures were often due to the interaction of

application software after it had been placed under a

specific load of users. These load related failures were

extremely difficult to diagnose because the operational sites

have no on-site programmers or analysts. In addition, the

load could not be duplicated on the sponsor's machines. The

;4 ITD was capable of only single-threaded input and the sponsor

does not have enough terminals to generate the load, even if

he could find knowledgeable users. To further complicate the

problem, the software failure often occurred only with a

precise mix of transactions. The result was generally a

programming team sent to the site.

The capability to emulate multiple terminals is the area

where the RTE would far surpass the ITD. Emulation of

multiple terminals would allow the sponsor to load test the

new software to determine if it had stress related errors.

In addition to the software test under load, the RTE would

allow the system configuration manager to test the hardware

configuration at each site to determine if it had the 01

processing power to insure adequate user response times.

Coupled with the sponsor's computer performance evaluation

subsystem, stress testing the SUT would allow the manager to

evaluate the effect of additional users and additional loads

a. on the SUT. This need for capacity planning data is a

natural by-product of the stress testing phase.
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The RTE also would allow another avenue of testing,

never before used by the sponsor. Each operational site

generally contains at least two sets of hardware. As

described in Chapter I, the sponsor runs three different

operational systems on the two sets of hardware. PACS and

EARLO usually run on one hardware set with CARGO on the

other. In the case of a catastrophic hardware failure which

disables one machine, the data base from one system is

transferred to the other. This is possible because the data

base is stored on removable packs. In the cases of a disk

crash, the previous save is used and a journal tape recovery

brings it up to date. Application software for all three

systems is always current on both sets of hardware. By

transferring selected physical terminal lines, the backup

configuration allows both systems to run in a degraded mode.

After collecting scenarios on a PACS and CARGO system for

software validation, the RT.E can be used to simultaneously

feed PACS and CARGO stimuli to the SUT on different logical

lines, thereby evaluating the feasibility of a backup

configuration.

*Collection for Stress Testing

The type of testing, or more importantly the focus of

testing, will generally determine the method for the

collection of stimuli and responses. Chapter IV discussed in

detail the procedures to capture the stimuli and responses

going from one terminal into the SUT. If the stimuli and

50o
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responses are a repeatable scenario, then the collection from

a single terminal is a valid collection method. An example

of this type of collection, would be a normal user's session

from a software developer's terminal. These types of

stimuli, such as compiles, editor work, lists of directors,

etc., are generally repeatable regardless of the order.

Because they give similar results, a single session can be

collected and repeated over several terminals. Chapter IV

described how the single script could be assembled into a

data base for emulation over several lines. However, even in

the simple case just described, things can go wrong. A

compiler invoked from two different terminals, using the same

source file, may each try to establish an object file with

the same name, or a source listing file with the same name.

This leads to a file contention problem during emulation.

While the test scenario was repeatable, it was designed

and constructed that way specifically for testing the RTE

package. Part of the intent of this chapter, is to show that

the RTE is capable of multiple collection from different

terminals. Figure 8, when compared to Figure 7, shows the

additions necessary to collect stimuli and responses from two

different terminals. The collection in this study was

lintited to two different terminals. This was due to a

hardware limitation on the sponsors machine. Both DPS-6's

available for this study had only one synchronous terminal.

Since the current version of the RTE was limited to
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synchronous terminals, one asynchronous terminal was

converted to a synchronous mode. This required changes to

the CLM user's file, recabling to a synchronous channel, and

resetting of internal switches on the terminal. After

configuring the second synchronous terminal, the collection

4 was accomplished as diagrammed in Figure 8.

An important point of this diagram is that the diagram

shows only one physical line going from the PVE to STD port.

In the test, the first control terminal was directed out of

PVEO1 and into STD04; the second out of PVE02 and into STD05.

The DPS-6 is able to handle 32 different logical lines on a

physical line. To further test the RTE stress testIV.
collection capability, two synchronous test director's

terminals and four asynchronous terminals were configured

through Autoyen. The system had no trouble handling the

physical requirements, but a collection through synchronous

lines from an asynchronous terminal is not possible.

Each Autogen module requires 67 kilobytes of memory, so

*" a potential memory problem exists at an operational site if

all terminals are used for a collection. Most of the

operational systems do have 2 megabytes of memory to cover

the backup configuration requirement, so a reasonable choice

of terminals should give adequate coverage. A larger problem

might be the funnelling of all the logical lines into a

single physical connection. The sponsor does have 32

hand-held terminals, routed through a micro-computer into a
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single physical line. They have noticed severe degradation

of response times when traffic from the hand-held terminals

is high. The same situation would likely occur with a

concentration of terminals going into a single channel.

It was the intent of this study to evaluate the

feasibility of the stress test collection, and to determine

if the RTE application software could handle the collection.

The RTE software was capable of adequate collection from more

than one terminal. Because two machines are available at

most sites, it was also suggested that both machines could be

utilized as in the emulation phase. This isolation of the

RTE software on the other machine also worked without error.

In summary, while the entire package performed without error,

before traveling to an operational site for a full site

collection, considerable preparation would be required.

Stress Test Emulation

Often the effort the system test director can devote to

testing is limited by the resources that he has available to

him. For this reason, even the stress testing of software

would be broken into two distinct phases. First, the new

application software would be driven with the RTE software on

the same hardware systems and second, a final test would be

run with the RTE software split from the SUT. This single

machine test allows the test director to discover most of the
.

load errors without the use of both machines; the two machine

test allows a full and final test with computer performance

evaluation data being generated.
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To evaluate the stress testing capability of the RTE on

a single machine, four separate runs were conducted. Each

run used the same repeatable scenario initially generated

during the software validation testing. As stated earlier in

Chapter IV, the intent of this study was to evaluate the use

of the tool, not to do actual testing. The sponsor's

application software for the SUT is single-threaded. For

this study, single-threaded is defined as being able to

handle only one input at a time. In other words, they are

not reentrant. The RTE software needed to be able to handle

the situation where software is queued, awaiting entry into

the application program..

Full use was made of the sponsor's Computer Performance

Evaluation (CPE) subsystem, and it was with the CPE data that

a major flaw was discovered in the PTE package. This flaw, a

time delay problem, is discussed later in the chapter.

Appendix E gives an example of the RTE report generated by a

utility called XLOG and the corresponding CPE printouts.

Table 1 gives the condensed data for three of the four

runs as generated by the CPE subsystem. To understand the 4.

data in Table I requires a knowledge of how the sponsor's CPE

subsystem collects and generates the data. Figure 9 gives a

graphic view of the CPE data collection. Three different

record types can be collected for each stimulus and response

sent and received by a terminal. Each of these record types

has two time stamps, one indicating the start of the

transaction and one at the completion. Type 10 records are
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collected fron; the input-output handlers. Type 14 records

are collected inside the individual application programs and

type 13 records are generated by the data base system used by

the application software. For the purpose of this study,

type 13 records are not needed and will not be explained.

The other two records will be described by explaining when

the time stamps are taken in relation to the collection.
When the input-output handler receives the last

character from the terminal, it generates a request for

system time. The time is held and later journalized as time

10.1. It is important to note that the system time call is

generated at the completion of the transmission from the

terminal. The input-output handler releases the transmission

to the appropriate application program, which issues a system

time call that is later journalized as time 14.1. Upon

completion of the application task, time 14.2 is generated, a

type 14 record containing time 14.1 and 14.2 is journalized,

and a response is given to the input-output handler for

transmission to the terminal. The input-output handler

requests a physical output to the terminal, waits for the

completion of that output, generates a system time call, and

writes the type 10 journal record with time 10.1 and 10.2.

In summary, a single type 10 and type 14 record is

generated for each stimulus and response received from and

sent to the terminal. The type 10 record includes one half

of the terminal communication time, that half being the
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output of the terminal screenface. The type 14 record gives

the application service time for the user's request.

Because the input-output handler module is reentrant,

with a separate buffer for each terminal, it is capable of

serving multiple terminals simultaneously. The application 1

program modules, on the other hand, are not reentrant and

must serve the screenface requests in a single-threaded

mode. After receiving a stimulus from the terminal, it

completes all of the requested work, issuing an output screen

for that terminal, before accepting the next input.

If requests for the application program arrive faster - -

than the application can service them, then the requests are

queued. To determine if a stimulus has been queued, involves

comparing the time 10.1 of a record, with the time 14.2 of

the previous record for the same application. If the 10.1 is

lower than the 14.2, it means that a second or subsequent

stimulus arrived before the application program was free to

process it. If a stimulus must wait in a queue for the

application program, then the time between record time 10.1

and record time 14.1 is a good estimate of queue time.

To be considered as a viable stress testing tool, the

RTE must be able to transmit stimuli and receive responses

faster than the SUT application software can generate the

response screenfaces. In other words, it must be able to

generate queued transactions. Table 1 does not include data

for the single line transmission. At the single line level,

5I
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the RTE acts much like the sponsor's ITD, transmitting the

Ppossibility of a queued transaction. The table results also

show that a two line transmission does not generate queued

transactions. The three and four line transmissions both "

generated queued transactions, showing that even with a

simple test scenario, and with the limited number of lines

available in this version of the RTE software, the RTE can be

used as a stress testing tool. The four line test generated

a queue for each of the application programs at least once,

with over 25% of the transactions being queued on the two

larger units.

It is noteworthy that with only four lines, the RTE

generated an average queue time on the two programs of over

six seconds for a stimulus that entered a queue. With a

larger number of lines available in future releases, the

sponsor will be able to stress test the SUT at will. By

using a larger number of terminals, and adjusting the user

think time between stimuli, he can achieve any level of use

he desires to simulate.

Because of the limited availability of both machines at

the same time, most of the data collection was done on a

single machine. Additional runs were conducted, with one set

of hardware as the RTE system, and the other as the SUT

containing the application programs. There was no

significant difference in the results of the one or two

-• o. • I
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machine runs. This is partly because response verification

was not included as part of the stress test, and therefore,

the RTE software did not consume significant CPU time. The

single machine results were presented in the table due to the

timing problem discussed in the next section.

Problems Encountered

There were three significant problems identified during

the stress testing. They are presented in this section based

on their level of importance in affecting the sponsor's

stress testing capability. Where possible, potential

solutions are offered.

As stated in the previous section, a timing problem

exists when using two different machines to conduct a stress

test. If the RTE is loaded on one machine and the

application software, including the CPE system, is loaded on

another, each issues a call for time to their respective

system. It is almost impossible to set the two system clocks

to within a second of each other. The clocks are accurate to

eight millesecond intervals. If the clocks are not

reasonably synchronized, the RTE report can show a stimulus

sent from the RTE after the S-T has received it. A potential

solution would be to have one machine request the time from

the other when setting the clock, but the delay of

communication from one machine to Lfl other would also affect

the time set.
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A second, and more significant problem, was the RTE's '0

tendency, during the stress test, to drop one of the logical

lines being emulated over the physical line. When it dropped

one of the logical lines being emulated, there was no I
notification to the test director by the RTE software. The

loss of a line was not discovered until either the SUT issued

a timeout warning message at the operator's console, or the

RTE report was examined at the end of the session. Even when

the warning message indicated the loss of a line; the line

could not be restarted. Several attempts were needed to get I
valid results for the four terminal emulation. Expanding

the software to more than four terminals is likely to

increase the occurrence of lost lines. -. -

No valid reason was discovered during the testing to

explain the loss of the line. The DLM IV data scope used by

the test team did not have a print capability or an extensive

memory to store a complete test. By utilizing a different

data scope, the reason for the loss of a line should become

apparent.

The largest problem discovered during the stress test

evaluation was a significant time delay between the

transmission of the stimulus by the RTE and its receipt by

the SUT. This delay occurred both during the one machine and

two machine emulations. For example, the XLOG report (page

E-2) shows the transmission of the first stimulus at
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12:35:26. The type 10 record from the CPE report (page E-5)
4.

shows the stimulus arrived at 12:35:42, a delay of 16

seconds. The second stimulus gives a 14 second delay. All

stimuli appear to be delayed between 14 to 16 seconds.

Evaluation of the stress test data did not provide the reason

for this delay. It is expected that a wait state is

occurring in one of the programs.

Summary

While several problems were discovered, only the final

one would severely impact the RTE's ability to conduct a

valid stress test. The evaluation showed that the R"E could

emulate terminals faster than the SU7 application software

could handle the requests. It also allowed the system test

director to simulate the system with both CARGO and PACS

terminals in any combination of four terminals. Further

refinements of the RTE software, expanding beyond four

terminals and eliminating the time delay, will allow the

sponsor to stress the application software at will.
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VI. Conclusions and Future Studies

Conclusions

This research effort combined the modification of

software designed by a civilian contractor with the hardware

of the sponsor to determine if the combination would result

in an effective tool for software validation and stress

testing. The effort was a continuation of concepts in

configuration management originally presented by the sponsor

in 1982.

The sponsor is determined to find a tool which, when

incorporated into his automated release facility, will enable

him to improve the reliability of software sent to the

operational sites. This study showed that the remote

terminal emulator, supplied by the Service Directorate of the

Joint Data Systems Support Center, is just the tool they

need. It is individually tailored for their type of '

equipment and the hardware necessary for extensive testing is

already in place. The RTE application software package is

small enough to reside on the sponsor's hardware with the SUT -

application software. The cabling connections necessary to

utilize the RTE are simple enough to be done without the help --

of a hardware engineer.

The evaluation of the RTE package, as a software

validation tool, showed that the RTE was superior to the

sponsor's internal test driver. The RTE software is so easy
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to use that the package should be considered as a tool for - -

development testing as well as release testing. While the

RTE is deficient in the area of scenario management, it makes

up for the deficiency by exercising all the software in the

SUT, including the communication handlers.

The evaluation of the RTE package, as a stress testing

tool, pointed out that this package allows the sponsor to .-

conduct tests not currently available with his internal test

driver. The RTE application software can transmit stimuli Q'N

faster than the sponsor's SUT application modules can

generate the responses, thereby causing a queue of stimuli

waiting to enter the SUT application programs. The RTE also

allows the system test director to load the SUT with stimuli

from more than one of his application systems concurrently.

This provides him with an excellent means to test his backup

configurations. Elimination of minor problems with the RTE

software package will allow the system test director to

perform computer performance evaluation studies on the

application software before release to the field.

Future Studies

The RTE package was shown to be a quality tool for use

by the system test director in releasing software to his

operational sites. Just by using the tool in day to day

activities of software configuration management, the sponsor

will no doubt find many new uses for the RTE package.

Possible areas of use for the sponsor include capacity
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planning for future sites, hardware acceptance testing for %

sites with dual machines located in the same area, and

benchmark testing for future hardware acquisitions. The

Joint Data Systems Support Center briefed the availability of

a full screenface emulator at the 1987 Level-6 Terminal

User's Conference. The proliferation of this software to

other DPS-6 users is bound to open new areas of study which

utilize the RTE.

The possible area of study which would constitute a

follow-on thesis, however, is not in the use of the RTE ".

package with other DPS-6 machines. The future focus of RTE

study, should be directed at using the DPS-6 as the RTE

resident machine to emulate and stress other pieces of

hardware.

The sponsor, for example, has several configurations

which currently could benefit from the use of the RTE.

Figure 10 shows a group of current systems which could be

driven by the RTE. By loading the RTE software on a DPS-6

which resides before the Datanet Frontend, or on the

Datanet, if it is a DPS-6, the system manager could exercise

each individual system. Most of these systems are located in .

the same general area so hardware connections would not be a

large problem. By exercising the individual systems, the

test director could also exercise the data bases connected to

those systems.

.
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Figure 11 shows a future configuration, using a high

speed bus to connect computer systems with a general data

base. A potentially rewarding study would be the integration

of a RTE loaded DPS-6 as one of the 'other hosts' connected

to the high speed bus. In this configuration, the RTE could

load each of the individual systems, as well as loading the

data access processor without use of the individual hosts.

In summary, future studies using the RTE are limited

only by the desire of the researcher, the availability of the

hardware for research, and the need for the information in "9

respect to the funds made available by the sponsor.

-
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Appendix A: Sponsor's Release Data 1984 - 1986
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Appendix B: Examples of Inputs and Outputs

This appendix contains two examples of PAX input
t ransaCions (B 2and B - 4) followed by their output

transactions (B - 3 and B- 5). %
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Appendix C: Printouts of RTE Generated Files

This appendix contains file dumps of a stimulus file
(C - 2 and C - 3), file dumps of a response file (C - 4 and
C-5) and a print of the generated script file (C - 6 and
C- 7).
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Appendix D: Screenfaces for Response Verificaion

This appendix contains examples of screenfaces generated

by the response verification command of the Autogen module.
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DW- 15",
TRANSACTION: 1 D= 5
LABEL: NONE
STIMULUS TEXT:
$LOG-ON; IA
LENGTH OF RESPONSE: 2
WAIT TIME: 31
CONTINGENCY ACTION: IGNORE
COMMAND:

I

.SM

2: -PROGRAM IA READY FOR INPUT
IS DESIRED STARTING LINE ON THIS PAGE? (Y/N)
ENTER STARTING LINE NUMBER:

D-2

I.

MS * ~ S ~ D . S S..2°, S



- M (N. _ .... A o....w..... .
START OF RESPONSE TEXT:

°. 1

2.1

1: _'_ _[N_[A_q ...

2: PROGRAM IA READY FOR INPUT__
IS DESIRED ENDING LINE ON THIS PAGE? (1/N)
ENTER ENDING LINE NUMBER: 4

"I

1: -

4
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.M- N_ A_q

END OP RESPONSE TEXT:

MI

DW- 15
TRANSACTION:s

" LABEL:x NONE
STIMULUS TEXT :
SLOG-ON;IIA

-- LENGTH OF RESPONSE: 2
RESPONSE TEXT:

II __-'_- __ [ N -_ I A __q -
WAIT TIME: 31
CONTINGENCY ACTION: IGNORE
COMMAND:-

D

-..

I " . -v '%
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Appendix E: Reports Generated During Stress Test

This appendix contains examples of reports generated by
the RTE report generator (E - 2 and E - 3) and reports from
the sponsor's computer performance evaluation systeem (E - 4
through E- 7).
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